Regular and Past Articles Run in *The Comenian*

Local Angle

In this section, a reporter will survey Moravian students, faculty, and staff. The staff will decide on a question during the article assignment meeting, and it will be the goal of the reporter to seek responses. For each issue, we will have six responses to the question. For each response, you will need to record the person’s full name and relationship to the campus and class year if applicable. You will also need to take their photo (a simple head-shot).

Pencils Down

For this section, the goal of the reporter will be to interview a staff member on campus and try and get their quirkiest, most random views of life. This sounds strange, but when done right, it can be really great. Your job will be to get your subject to speak about life in general and to pull from the interviews the most riveting, hilarious, thought provoking statements and submit them to the paper. You will need to take a photo of the person you interview (don’t be afraid to get creative and take some interesting shots).

Dine on a Dime

Approx. 300 words. This section is to let students know where they can find a good, affordable meal in the Bethlehem area. Your job will be to visit and dine in a local restaurant and to record your thoughts on the atmosphere, quality of food and service, affordability and other things. Be fair, but be honest! You will also need to take a photo of the restaurant you review. You will be reimbursed up to $30 for your meal expenses with a receipt (Alcoholic beverages are not included in reimbursement). The reporter is also responsible for delivering a few copies of the issue to the restaurant they reviewed.

Movie & CD Reviews

All movie and CD reviews need to be approx. 300 words. Your job is to be a critic of a new movie or music release. Be specific about what you did and did not like about the topic. You will be reimbursed up to $9 for a movie ticket (with proof of receipt or stub) and up to $13 for a CD (but you must surrender the purchased CD) with a receipt. Albums purchased off of iTunes or a similar online program should be burned to a disk.

Heard on Hurd

A short piece highlighting music ensembles and performances on South Campus. This also may include previews for upcoming performances and/or a schedule of events.
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